COURSE CATALOG AND FACILITY BRIEF
Raidon Tactics Inc. has an established track record of providing world class training and personal services in the following fields: Firearms, Close Quarters Battle, On and Off Road Driving, Tactical Medicine, K-9 Training, and Force Protection Skills. We train Military, Law Enforcement and Corporate Security firms, and have been teaching these skills to some of the best in the industry for years. Revolutionary thinking equates to evolutionary training, and at Raidon Tactics Inc. you get both. Raidon Tactics Inc. prepares individuals, units, and organizations for the “real” world, by maintaining a working relationship and providing a plan to evolve your skills to a changing world and situation. Our staff of subject matter experts (SME) works one on one with clients to ensure that they are receiving and retaining the skills needed to outperform the opposition. We utilize multiple training platforms to conduct our training courses, allowing for maximum diverse training. We work closely with the U.S. Government, DOD, Dept. of Homeland Security, Federal, State and local Law Enforcement Agencies as well as corporate clients.

Capability
Raidon Tactics Inc has the capability to host training at our 1200 acre Training facility in NC, 19 minutes north of Ft. Bragg N.C., or one of our partnered training facilities in CO, CA, TX or The Philippines. Our Mobile Training Teams (MTT’s) can travel to you for increased saving of your training dollars. Raidon Tactics Inc will also assist by looking at your facilities and finding new ways to use them better and more efficiently. By using Raidon Tactics Inc, you save per diem and travel costs and that allows more training.

Philosophy
Our company focuses on mastering the basic skills needed not only to survive in a high intensity combat situation, but to excel and claim victory. We believe that training in a high stress, realistic environment is the key to success. We believe that repetition is our best friend when training on critical skills needed for the armed conflict. It is proven that people will not rise to the occasion, but will revert to past training. Our goal is to make that training relevant, realistic and focused on the needed skills to claim victory and bring our clients home at night. It really is a matter of life and death to us. We believe that revolutionary thinking equates to evolutionary training.

Experience
Our Director of Training is the Former Head of the US Army Special Forces Advanced Reconnaissance Target Analysis and Exploitation Techniques Course (SFARTAETC) and the skill set of our staff is unmatched and carries over 140 years of Special Operations Experience. Most of our instructors taught at the SFARTAETC, the proponent for US Army Special Forces Counter-Terrorism and Hostage Rescue Operations and doctrine. Our Medical Director taught at the Joint Special Operations Medical Training Center (JSOMTC) and our Technical Surveillance Director was in a Tier 1 Unit doing the skills he teaches. We are Master Trainers and we guaranty our training, with money back if you do not make a marked improvement in your abilities.
The Raidon Tactics Inc. training facility is 1200 acres in size, located just 19 minutes from Ft. Bragg NC in Bunnlevel NC. The facility is located minutes away from the city of Fayetteville NC and Lillington NC. Both of which have all the lodging, restaurants and entertainment a student needs during our training courses. Flying into the area is easy with RDU and FAY airports 45 Minutes away. Our facility is composed of both rolling hills with open fields and densely forested areas that provide the best training in the South Eastern US. The facility was a working farm in the past and the buildings and support structures are just like that found in the “Real World”. There are no sterilized search areas, no fake props, just what you would find when conducting operations in a third world country. The facility supports many types of training for units to participate in.

**Small Unit Tactics and Land Navigation Training:**
With the capacity and terrain to use, our cadre has the resources needed to conduct Small Unit Tactics training with no restrictions to space. Multiple water sources for conducting River/water crossings, roads to support training and danger areas, trails for Ambush training, objectives for Recons and Raids to be conducted and also OPFOR and live animals to add realism to the objectives.

**Sniper and Designated Marksmen Training:**
Our sniper training areas are unknown in distance out to 1600yds with stalking lanes, High-Angle Shooting areas, Urban Shooting Positions, Sniper Integration Live fire Training for scenario based support by fire positions and more.

**Scenario Based Training:** The need for realistic training objectives is the highest it has been for units training to go overseas in the past years. Our training facility meets and exceeds that need. Although it is not in a desert environment, it meets all the training objectives for tactical units to conduct realistic scenario based training. With over thirty structures on the site, the “village” is a Platoon size objective with multiple hiding places and defensive positions for an OPFOR to defend for the best scenario based training you can receive. Our past clients have conducted assaults on foot, vehicle and even helicopters.
Need to conduct a HALO infiltration? Our facility supports that as well, we can even supply the aircraft.

There are no fake props, no sanitized or sterilized areas. The buildings contain the actual items for farming and working. From tractors, animals and filth that can only be found in real combat zones, this objective challenges the Warrior to use all of his tools of the trade and skill to accomplish his mission and learn from his mistakes.

Multiple Full Mission Profile scenario based training exercises can be and are conducted at our facility monthly. For example:

**Sensitive Site Exploitation (SSE) Training:**
The use of realistic working objectives leads to problems encountered in the “Real World” by the student that faces “contaminated” specimens or false positives or negatives in testing of substances and encourages the student to think outside the box in dealing with such problems.

**Tagging, Tracking, Locating (TTL) Training:**
For Over The Horizon (OTH) TTL training there is no better place, this rural area is close to two urban cities and is perfect for OTH surveillance and emplacement training missions. Using our mobile “Crack House” we can set up a realistic location with our role players and make it almost impossible to infiltrate, challenging even the most seasoned Warrior or as easy as needed for initial training on Tactics, Techniques and Procedures.

**Vehicle Interdiction Training:** There are miles of unimproved dirt roads and paved roads for vehicular interception training, off road driver training and rally driving.
Our training facility has multiple training areas. Live fire range training is conducted at our range just minutes away with no zoning restrictions to size and number of weapons, or even the time of day. We are able to conduct day and night live fire training. There are three classrooms with multimedia presentation capability able to seat from 10 to 50 students for classroom presentations. There are 3 Combat Marksmanship tactical Live Fire Bays and a 100M zero range. There are two shoot houses. One is configured as a real home for use with live role players and UTM or Airsoft training and the other is a 13-room 270 degree non-ballistic live fire modular shoothouse.

For Hand to hand Combat training there is a Dojo training area for 20 students with all necessary training aids and safety gear. This training area is currently being used by the world famous Dog Brothers Martial Arts as its east Coast Training facility for DOD training contracts. Our hand-to-hand combat instructors are current SOCP instructors and are Raidon Tactics Inc. sponsored MMA fighters.

Our Tactical Combat Casualty Care Medical training area and Live Tissue Training area are completely secluded from the public with an NPO pen separate from the training area for preparation of models and full Vet support if needed. A tabletop training area for 30 students, with an area available for classroom training that opens directly to the LTT area for complete seclusion, isolation and security is available. Our Medical Instructors are former 18D Special Forces Medics and some teach at the Joint Special Operations Training Center at Ft. Bragg NC. Our trainers provide realistic moulage preparation of live role players that are under strict control of our instructors for the best and most realistic feedback available to our medical students.
For both Rally and Off-Road driver training our 1200 acres facility is used. With over 5 miles of Rally driving area, the student is able to exercise all components of vehicle dynamics and recovery from emergency driving situations. Our off road obstacle course teaches the basic tasks needed to drive thru or around any obstacle using brake throttle modulation techniques. Our off road and rally training area also lends itself to self recovery drills, bail out under fire drills and Battle Damage Assessment and Repair (BDAR) skills along with overland mobility training conducted in the Sandhills Game lands area.

Our Anti-Terrorism Force Protection driver training is conducted at two sites minutes away from our central training area. For our DOD customers we use an available driver training area that is free of charge because it is a DOD owned facility and is available to all DOD students. For our Non-DOD students we use “The Brick” an abandoned airfield 25 minute west that is large enough to conduct all driving tasks and reach speeds of over 100 mph. Both areas support ramming and PIT maneuver training along with off road recovery and other vehicle dynamics tasks.

Our training facility is able to meet the high standards of training and exercise support needed to give the best and most realistic training in the world.

PAYMENT OPTIONS
Raidon Tactics has a strategic partnership with the National Reconnaissance Battle Lab and each of our courses are listed in GSA. This makes payment for training easy and forthright. Each course has a GSA course number next to its name as listed in this catalog. That is the NRBL GSA listing name.
The Raidon Tactics E.D.G.E. Training Program.

Enabler Designed Group Education
15/10/3 Day Modular Pre-Mission Training Course

The PMT cycle for enabler units never seems to sync with the supported units training prior to deployment into the AOR. Our PMT Course enables the Detachment Commander to apply efficient training principles in the shortest time available for training the Detachment to become a valued asset to the supported unit. This course uses 15/10/3 days to train the detachment in Warfighter skills needed to survive in combat. The Raidon Tactics Inc. E.D.G.E Training Program modules can be coordinated with our training team and be inserted into the training cycle the Detachment Commander uses to train METL tasks and allow for training of Warfighter skills. Each module can be taken at the time the Detachment Commander is able to fit it into his PMT schedule.

The Raidon Tactics Inc. E.D.G.E Training Program’s modules are Warfighter centric for a total tactical and strategic advantage for the unit. It eliminates the additional administrative and resource intensive tasks associated with unit training by providing:

- Range Coordination
- Range Use
- Range Support
- Ammo forecasts
- Ammunition Draws
- Ammunition Turn-In
- Weapons draw
- Weapons Use
- Weapons Transport
- Weapons Storage

The Raidon Tactics Inc. E.D.G.E Training Program provides staff and turnkey capabilities that allow the unit to train without distractions normally associated with On-Post regulations and requirements. We are the efficient answer to the inefficient problems associated with shortened training Cycle times and schedules.

Upon graduation from The Raidon Tactics Inc. 15 day E.D.G.E Training Program, the student receives the following certifications towards promotion points:

1. 3 Day Gunfighter Course (40 hrs)
2. 5 Day Counter-Surveillance Course (60 Hrs)
3. TCCC Certification (24 hrs)
4. Close Quarters Battle Course (40 hrs)
5. The E.D.G.E Training Program Certification (164 Hrs)
THE 15 DAY E.D.G.E. PROGRAM CONSIST OF THE FOLLOWING MODULES OF TRAINING
FIREARMS/COUNTER-TERROISM/FORCE PROTECTION/MEDICAL

FIREARMS

Module I

Gunfighter Course (3 Days)
This course develops the gunfighter mentality and skill set needed for integrating both primary and secondary weapons systems in preparation for the tactical urban gunfight. The student will exercise these skills in a variety of stressful shooting situations from daylight to nighttime shooting. The student will quickly gain experience, confidence and increase skill to the expert level with the handgun and carbine. He will master weapons handling skills and safety. The course ends with a comprehensive Combat Tactical Skills evaluation. This course is a shorter version of the US Army Special Forces Advanced Reconnaissance, Target Analysis and Exploitations Techniques Course (SFARTAETC) CMMS.

Once a member of your unit completes this course, he may be eligible* to attend the Instructor course and become a force multiplier within your unit’s ranks. (* only after recommendation from RTI instructors)

Skills Taught
- Weapons assembly/disassembly and maintenance
  - Weapons loading/unloading
- Fundamentals of Combat Marksmanship (CMMS)
- CMMS principals
- Bore/sight relationship
  - Immediate action for malfunctions
  - Tactical and Speed reloads
  - Integrated weapon transition
- Trigger manipulation drills
- Recoil management drills
- Slow aimed fire
- Rapid aimed fire
- Single target engagement
- Multiple target engagement
- Use of cover and concealment
- Barricade shooting
- Shooting and moving/shooting while moving
- Combat Tactical Skills Evaluations
- Timed Shooting Stress Evaluations

Course Requirements
- Individual issued weapons
- Usual individual tactical gear to include holster and ammo pouches
- Unit required personal protective equipment
- Unit required uniform
- 1000 rds each of issued ammunition primary/secondary weapons
E.D.G.E. FIREARMS

Module II

Advanced Concealed Carry (2 Days)
This course is an NRA certified course and a NC CCW course taught by Raidon Tactics Inc. The certification is valid for five years. This course develops a solid foundation of shooting skills from the concealed carry. The course centers on the soldier that will find himself in a lower profile mission. The student will quickly gain experience, confidence and increase his skill level with a handgun. This course begins with an initial qualification test and ends with a final weapon qualification.

Skills Taught
- Wear of concealed gear and placement
- Tactical and Speed reloads
- Fundamentals of the concealed draw sequence
- Panic shoot
- Close Quarters Engagement techniques
- Trigger manipulation drills
- Multiple target engagement
- Use of cover and concealment
- Shooting from vehicles

Course Requirements
- Individual issued weapon
- Usual individual concealed holster and ammo pouches
- Unit required personal protective equipment
- Civilian clothes with long tailed shirt or jacket or operational civilian clothing
- 750rds of ammunition

Foreign Weapons (1 Day) (Optional)
This course introduces the student to foreign weapons that are common on the battlefield. Starting in the classroom the student will learn types of weapons, Identification of light, medium and heavy foreign weapons, and the operating systems of foreign weapons. The class then moves outdoors to the range where the student will learn to shoot and use the AK-47, RPD and Makarov.

Skills Taught
- Weapons assembly/disassembly and maintenance
- Weapons loading/unloading
- Immediate action for malfunctions of foreign weapons
- Tactical and Speed reloads of foreign weapons
- Slow/Rapid aimed fire
- Single target engagement

Course Requirements
- Unit required personal protective equipment
- Unit required uniform

Tactical Shotgun (1 Day) (optional)
This course develops basic skills that introduce the use of the Tactical Shotgun for service use as either a Primary weapon or a backup system. This course uses many time driven and self-induced stress events to bring out the best skills in the shooter. This course begins with an initial qualification test. The student will quickly gain experience, confidence and increase his skill level with a Tactical Shotgun and ends with a final Man vs. Man Steel shooting event that names the top shooter of the course.
MODULE III
INTRODUCTION TO CQB COURSE  (3 Days)
This course introduces the principles and fundamentals of Close Quarters Battle. It is the perfect training for enabler/support personnel that are attached to Special Forces ODA’s and NSW SEAL Task Units. It begins with two-man room clearing and progresses to multi team multi-room CQB. To attend this course the student is required to attend a three-day marksmanship course first. This course is specifically geared for the support personnel of a USSOCOM unit

E.D.G.E. Force Protection

MODULE IV
Surveillance & Surveillance Detection (5 Days)
This module is for those individuals who are living, working or visiting high threat areas that have high criminal or terrorist activities. Training focus is on Security Assessment, Individual Protective Measures and the principles of foreign surveillance methods and techniques, and also how to detect surveillance with heavy emphasis on Counter-Surveillance Routes. These techniques are taught using classroom presentation and daily practical field exercises. The field exercises will involve several hours of walking and driving. This is the only courses that has the student move into a "safe house" and have active kidnapping and assassination attempts against them. Practical exercises take place in the Lillington, Fayetteville and Raleigh NC areas. Training days will usually last twelve hours, however, several days will last into the evening hours.

E.D.G.E Medical

MODULE V
Tactical Combat Casualty Care (TCCC) Course (2 Day)
TCCC is quickly becoming the standard of care for the tactical management of combat casualties within the Department of Defense and is the sole standard of care dually endorsed by both the American College of Surgeons and the National Association of EMT’s for casualty management in tactical environments.
TCCC is built around three definitive phases of casualty care:
Care Under Fire:
Care rendered at the scene of the injury while both the medic and the casualty are under hostile fire. Available medical equipment is limited to that carried by each operator and the medic.
Tactical Field Care:
Rendered once the casualty is no longer under hostile fire. Medical equipment is still limited to that carried into the field by mission personnel. Time prior to evacuation may range from a few minutes to many hours.
Tactical Evacuation Care (TACEVAC):Rendered while the casualty is evacuated to a higher echelon of care. Any additional personnel and medical equipment pre-staged in these assets will be available during this phase. This one-day course covers the Care under fire and Tactical Field care phases for soldiers that are isolated or in small units away from medical assistance, using small bags that have minimal equipment. The Warfighter will learn these techniques in a classroom setting and then apply the techniques in a field setting on moulage patients UNDER SIMULATED LIVE FIRE CONDITIONS using airsoft rifles. The student will learn each piece of medical gear in his IFAK bag and will build one for his own use in the real world when he leaves.
10 DAY E.D.G.E PROGRAM

Upon graduation from The Raidon Tactics Inc. 10 day E.D.G.E Training Program, the student receives the following certifications towards promotion points:

1. 3 Day Gunfighter Course (40 hrs)
2. 2 Day Advanced Concealed Carry Course (24hrs)
3. 2 Day Counter-Surveillance Course (16 Hrs)
4. 1 day TCCC Certification (12 hrs)
5. 2 Day Intro to High Risk Driving Course (20hrs)
6. The E.D.G.E Training Program Certification (112 Hrs)

THE 10 DAY E.D.G.E. PROGRAM CONSIST OF THE FOLLOWING MODULES OF TRAINING:

- FIREARMS
- FORCE PROTECTION
- MEDICAL

E.D.G.E. FIREARMS

Module I

Gunfighter Course (3 Days)

This course develops the gunfighter mentality and skill set needed for integrating both primary and secondary weapons systems in preparation for the tactical urban gunfight. The student will exercise these skills in a variety of stressful shooting situations from daylight to nighttime shooting. The student will quickly gain experience, confidence and increase skill to the expert level with the handgun and carbine. He will master weapons handling skills and safety. The course ends with a comprehensive Combat Tactical Skills evaluation. This course is a shorter version of the US Army Special Forces Advanced Reconnaissance, Target Analysis and Exploitations Techniques Course (SPARTAETC) CMMS.

Once a member of your unit completes this course, he may be eligible* to attend the Instructor course and become a force multiplier within your unit’s ranks. (* only after recommendation from RTI instructors)

Module II

Advanced Concealed Carry (2 Days)

This course is an NRA certified course and a NC CCW course taught by Raidon Tactics Inc. The certification is valid for five years. This course develops a solid foundation of shooting skills from the concealed carry. The course centers on the soldier that will find himself in a lower profile mission. The student will quickly gain experience, confidence and increase his skill level with a handgun. This course begins with an initial qualification test and ends with a final weapon qualification.

Foreign Weapons (1 Day) (optional)

This course introduces the student to foreign weapons that are common on the battlefield. Starting in the classroom, the student will learn types of weapons, Identification of light, medium and heavy foreign weapons, and the operating systems of foreign weapons. The class then moves outdoors to the range where the student will learn to shoot and use the AK-47, RPD and Makorav.
Tactical Shotgun (1 Day) (optional)
This course develops basic skills that introduce the use of the Tactical Shotgun for service use as either a Primary weapon or a backup system. This course uses many time driven and self-induced stress events to bring out the best skills in the shooter. This course begins with an initial qualification test. The student will quickly gain experience, confidence and increase his skill level with a Tactical Shotgun and ends with a final Man vs. Man Steel shooting event that names the top shooter of the course.

E.D.G.E. Force Protection

MODULE III
Surveillance & Surveillance Detection (2 Days)
This module is for those individuals who are living, working or visiting high threat areas that have high criminal or terrorist activities. Training focus is on Security Assessment, Individual Protective Measures and the principles of foreign surveillance methods and techniques, and also how to detect surveillance with heavy emphasis on Counter-Surveillance Routes. These techniques are taught using classroom presentation and daily practical field exercises. The field exercises will involve several hours of walking and driving.

MODULE IV
High Risk Evasive Driving (2 Days)
This course teaches advanced driving skills and the basic skills required to maneuver a vehicle out of an attack zone. The student will learn how to recognize, respond and escape from an attack while operating a motor vehicle. The techniques used to counter attacks from either common criminals or organized terrorist groups. This course is excellent for personnel who have been threatened, are traveling in high threat areas of the world, or are designated drivers for executives or high-ranking officials.

E.D.G.E Medical

MODULE V
Tactical Combat Casualty Care (TCCC) Course (1 Day)
TCCC is quickly becoming the standard of care for the tactical management of combat casualties within the Department of Defense and is the sole standard of care dualy endorsed by both the American College of Surgeons and the National Association of EMT’s for casualty management in tactical environments.
TCCC is built around three definitive phases of casualty care:

Care Under Fire:
Care rendered at the scene of the injury while both the medic and the casualty are under hostile fire. Available medical equipment is limited to that carried by each operator and the medic.

Tactical Field Care:
Rendered once the casualty is no longer under hostile fire. Medical equipment is still limited to that carried into the field by mission personnel. Time prior to evacuation may range from a few minutes to many hours.

Tactical Evacuation Care (TACEVAC): Rendered while the casualty is evacuated to a higher echelon of care. Any additional personnel and medical equipment pre-staged in these assets will be available during this phase. This one-day course covers the Care under fire and Tactical Field care phases for soldiers that are isolated or in small units away from medical assistance, using small bags that have minimal equipment. The Warfighter will learn these techniques in a classroom setting and then apply the techniques in a field setting on moulage patients UNDER SIMULATED LIVE FIRE CONDITIONS using airsoft rifles. The student will learn each piece of medical gear in his IFAK bag and will build one for his own use in the real world when he leaves.
3 DAY E.D.G.E PROGRAM

Upon graduation from The Raidon Tactics Inc. 3 day E.D.G.E Training Program, the student receives the following certifications towards promotion points

1. 1 Day Firearms Refresher Training Course
2. 1 Day Intro To Driving Course
3. 1 Day Technical Skills refresher
4. The E.D.G.E Training Program Certification (40 Hrs)

THE 3 DAY E.D.G.E PROGRAM CONSIST OF THE FOLLOWING MODULES OF TRAINING

Module I Integrated Weapons Training
This Module covers basic weapons firing and integration of primary and secondary weapons systems. The module starts with basic weapons zero and moves quickly to handgun application to integrating M-4 carbine drills and ends with night fire tasks. Each student will shoot 1000rds in this training module.
Student requirements for training:
Unit required safety gear
Rifle with sling and all SOPMOD gear issued
Handgun with holster
Unit issued NVG/Laser systems
Tactical Gear the Warfighter is going to have on mission

Module II Medical Skills
This ½ Day module covers the Care under fire and Tactical Field care phases for Warfighters that are isolated or in small units away from medical assistance, using small bags that have minimal equipment. The Warfighter will learn these techniques in a classroom setting and then apply the techniques in a realistic stressful combat force on force setting on a moulage patient. The student will learn each piece of medical gear in his IFAK bag and its secondary uses as well.
Student Requirements for training:
Unit required safety gear
Extra Change of old uniform (moulage will stain uniform)

Module III Intro to High Risk Driving
This module is for a unit that has had no previous formal driving instruction or needs refresher training prior to deployment to a high threat area. This module focuses on driving fundamentals, such as steering wheel input, straight line threshold braking, turning while braking and braking while turning and high speed backing drills. This module includes Ramming and Pursuit Intervention Technique (PIT) training and some convoy driving techniques.

Module IV Intro to Communications
This ½ Day module focuses on the radios that are carried by the Warfighter in his duty. Primary radio communications training and refresher are essential in today’s operations for fast response to a situation. This module teaches “buttonology” as well as practical application in a Day field setting for thorough understanding and absorption of the skills needed to operate handheld and man pack radio systems.
MARKSMANSHIP COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

One- Day Tactical Shotgun Course

This course develops basic skills that introduce the use of the Tactical Shotgun for service use as either a Primary weapon or a backup system. This course uses many time driven and self-induced stress events to bring out the best skills in the shooter. This course begins with an initial qualification test. The student will quickly gain experience, confidence and increase his skill level with a Tactical Shotgun and ends with a final Man vs. Man Steel shooting event that names the top shooter of the course.

Skills Taught
- Weapons assembly/disassembly and maintenance
- Weapons loading/unloading
- Fundamentals of Combat Marksmanship (CMMS)
- Principals of CMMS
- Immediate action for malfunctions
- Tactical and Speed reloads
- Slow aimed fire
- Rapid aimed fire
- Rhythm drills
- Single target engagement
- Multiple target engagement
- Use of cover and concealment

Course Requirements
- Individual issued weapon
- Usual individual tactical gear to include holster and ammo pouches
- Unit required personal protective equipment
- Unit required uniform
- 350rds of issued ammunition

Course Goals
- Increase in shooting ability from start to finish of course
- Understanding of the fundamentals of weapons employment
- Proficient weapons handling skills and safety
- Understanding of the Combat Mindset
- Qualify expert with individual weapon

One- Day Foreign Weapons Course

This course introduces the student to foreign weapons that are common on the battlefield. Starting in the classroom, the student will learn types of weapons, Identification of light, medium and heavy foreign weapons, and the operating systems of foreign weapons. The class then moves outdoors to the range where the student will learn to shoot and use the AK-47, RPD and Makarov.

Skills Taught
- Weapons assembly/disassembly and maintenance
- Weapons loading/unloading
- Immediate action for malfunctions of foreign weapons
- Slow/Rapid aimed fire
- Single target engagement

Course Requirements
- Unit required personal protective equipment
Three Day Advanced Concealed Carry Pistol Course

This course develops a solid foundation of shooting skills from the concealed carry. The course centers on the soldier that will find himself in a lower profile mission. This is not an AT/FP course but can be combined with our basic AT/FP course as a building block to an overall program. The student will quickly gain experience, confidence and increase his skill level with a handgun. This course begins with an initial qualification test and ends with a final weapon qualification.

Skills Taught
- Weapons assembly/disassembly and maintenance
- Weapons loading/unloading
- Wear of concealed gear and placement
- Fundamentals of Combat Marksmanship (CMMS)
- CMMS principals
  - Immediate action for malfunctions
  - Tactical and Speed reloads
- Fundamentals of the concealed draw sequence
- Panic shoot/close quarters techniques
- Trigger manipulation drills
- Single action/Double action fire
- Slow aimed fire
- Rapid aimed fire
- Single target engagement
- Multiple target engagement
- Use of cover and concealment
- Barricade shooting
- Shooting from vehicles
- Shooting While Moving

Course Requirements
- Individual issued weapon
- Usual individual concealed holster and ammo pouches
- Unit required personal protective equipment
- Civilian clothes with long tailed shirt or jacket
- 1000rds of issued ammunition

Course Goals
- Increase in shooting ability from start to finish of course
- Understanding of concealed carry concepts
- Understand the aspects of situational awareness and the Gunfight scenario

There is also the option to add an additional day of scenario based training in the target language
Three-Day Gunfighter Course

This course develops a solid gunfighter mentality and skill set needed for integrating both primary and secondary weapons systems with focus on the tactical urban gunfight. The student will exercise these skills in a variety of stressful shooting situations from daylight to nighttime shooting. The student will quickly gain experience, confidence and increase their skill level with the handgun and carbine. A comprehensive Combat Tactical Skills evaluation is given and measured results are stress induced.

Skills Taught
- Weapons assembly/disassembly and maintenance
- Weapons loading/unloading
- Fundamentals of Combat Marksmanship (CMMS)
- CMMS principals
- Bore/sight relationship
  - Immediate action for malfunctions
  - Tactical and Speed reloads
  - Integrated weapon transition
- Trigger manipulation drills
- Recoil management drills
- Slow aimed fire
- Rapid aimed fire
- Single target engagement
- Multiple target engagement
- Use of cover and concealment
- Night fire using tactical lights
- Barricade shooting
- Shooting and moving
- Shooting while moving
- Combat Tactical Skills Evaluations
- Timed Shooting Stress Evaluations

Course Requirements
- Individual issued weapons
- Usual individual tactical gear to include holster and ammo pouches
- Unit required personal protective equipment
- Unit required uniform
- 750rds of issued ammunition primary weapons NO GREEN TIP AMMO
- 750rds of issue ammunition secondary weapon

Course Goals
- Dramatic increase in shooting ability from start to finish of course
- Complete understanding of fundamentals of CMMS
- Understanding of weapons integration
- Understanding of methods of engagement
Five-Day Gunfighter Course

This course develops the gunfighter mentality and skill set needed for integrating both primary and secondary weapons systems in preparation for the tactical urban gunfight. The student will exercise these skills in a variety of stressful shooting situations from daylight to nighttime shooting. The student will quickly gain experience, confidence and increase skill to the expert level with the handgun and carbine. He will master weapons handling skills and safety. The course ends with a comprehensive Combat Tactical Skills evaluation. This course is a shorter version of the US Army Special Forces Advanced Reconnaissance, Target Analysis and Exploitations Techniques Course (SFARTAETC) CMMS.

Once a member of your unit completes this course, he may be eligible* to attend the Instructor course and become a force multiplier within your unit’s ranks. (* only after recommendation from RTI instructors)

Skills Taught
- Weapons assembly/disassembly and maintenance
- Weapons loading/unloading
- Fundamentals of Combat Marksmanship (CMMS)
- CMMS principals
- Bore/sight relationship
  - Immediate action for malfunctions
  - Tactical and Speed reloads
  - Integrated weapon transition
- Trigger manipulation drills
- Recoil management drills
- Slow aimed fire
- Rapid aimed fire
- Single target engagement
- Multiple target engagement
- Use of cover and concealment
- Barricade shooting
- Shooting and moving/shooting while moving
- Combat Tactical Skills Evaluations
- Timed Shooting Stress Evaluations

Course Requirements
- Individual issued weapons
- Usual individual tactical gear to include holster and ammo pouches
- Unit required personal protective equipment
- Unit required uniform
- 1000rds each of issued ammunition primary/secondary weapons NO GREEN TIP AMMO

Course Goals
- Expert understanding of fundamentals of CMMS
- Expert weapons integration and handling skills
- Demonstrated expert skill level of methods of engagement
Ten-Day Ultimate Gunfighter Course

There is only one other place a student can attend a course like this. The US Army Special Forces Advanced Reconnaissance, Target Analysis and Exploitations Techniques Course (SFARTAETC). However, you have to be a Green Beret. Former SFARTAETC Instructors, not just people that have graduated the course, only teach this course. This course is limited to ten students per cycle only. Students will progress from basic handling and marksmanship skills to advanced shooting drills and MASTER the art of integrated weapons shooting in a battle focused environment. Shooters action become a reflexive action to stimuli encountered in the shooting scenarios the student encounters that translate directly to the tactical situation. This is the ultimate shooting course. Techniques taught in this course are combat proven and used in all current theaters of operation by Special Forces Hostage Rescue Units. If you want a master class shooting course this is the one. Once a member of your unit completes this course, he is eligible* to attend the Instructor course and become a force multiplier within your unit’s ranks. (*Completion of this course gets automatic recommendation from RTI)

Skills Taught

- Weapons assembly/disassembly and maintenance
- Weapons loading/unloading
- Fundamentals of Combat Marksmanship (CMMS)
- CMMS principals
- Bore/sight relationship
  - Immediate action for malfunctions
  - Tactical and Speed reloads
  - Integrated weapon transition
- Trigger manipulation drills
- Recoil management drills
- Slow aimed fire
- Rapid aimed fire
- Weak side shooting
- Single target engagement
- Multiple target engagement
- Night fire techniques
- Use of cover and concealment
- Barricade shooting
- Shooting and moving
- Shooting while moving
- Shooting in width while moving
- Shooting in depth while moving
- Shooting in and around vehicles
- Bail Out drills
- Shooting steel
- Shooting mediums
- Combat Tactical Skills Evaluations
- Timed Stress Induced Shooting Evaluations
- Man vs. Man Steel plate Shooting Exercise
- Top Shooter Award
Ten-Day Ultimate Gunfighter Course (Con’t)

Course Requirements
- Individual issued weapons
- Unit Issued Protective Mask
- Usual individual tactical gear (packing list will be available)
- Unit required personal protective equipment
- Unit required uniform
- 1500rds of issued ammunition primary weapons NO GREEN TIP AMMO
- 1500rds of issue ammunition secondary weapon

Course Goals
- Rapid increase in shooting ability from start to finish of course
  - Masterful understanding of fundamentals of CMMS
- Masterful demonstration of weapons integration skills
- Masterful demonstration of methods of engagement skills
- Expert articulation of Principals of CMMS
- Expert demonstration of Tactical Combat Skills exam
- Expert demonstration of the Stress Induced Shooting Exam
Long Range Shooting Courses

Five-Day Designated Marksman Course

A Designated Marksman is a soldier with above average marksmanship and is equipped with accurate weapons and optics, used to engage and neutralize deadly force threat targets of opportunities in support of small units. This course consists of in-depth instruction on marksmanship fundamentals, known distance shooting, moving target engagement, ballistics, limited visibility engagement. Threat response, Methods of Engagement, Immediate action drills for Threat Mitigation, shooting from cover/concealment and advanced shooting positions.

Ten-Day Sniper/Observer Course

The Introduction Sniper Course is a 20-day course designed to teach novice sniper students the basic skills needed to conduct Sniper/Observer duties in support of small unit operations. The course focuses on to two main areas of instruction sniper marksmanship and field craft. The course consists of in-depth instruction on marksmanship fundamentals, unknown distance shooting, moving target engagement, ballistics, and limited visibility engagement. While building those skills, and then focuses on field craft, which consists of in-depth instruction on range estimation, target detection, stalking, photography, information reporting and hide site construction.

3 and 5 Day Aerial Platform Sniper course

The 3 and 5 day Aerial Sniper Course develops advanced skills for the Sniper Team that has already been trained in basic Sharpshooter and Sniper operations. This course begins with basic aircraft familiarization procedures and takes the student to a point where they are engaging targets from a moving aircraft up to 20knts. The only difference in the 5-day course is the amount of flight time given to students.
COUNTER-TERRORISM COURSES

Three-Day Introduction To CQB course
This course introduces the principles and fundamentals of Close Quarters Battle. It is the perfect training for support personnel that are attached to Special Forces ODA's and NSW SEAL Task Units. It begins with two-man room clearing and progresses to multi team multi-room CQB. To attend this course the student is required to attend a three-day marksmanship course first. Hallways and Stairwells are NOT covered in this course. This course is specifically geared for the support personnel of a USSOCOM unit. This course begins as a simmunitions/air-soft course and evolves to live –fire maneuver. Unit risk assessments will need to be completed before training starts and all Individual Combat Gear will be used.

Five-Day Advanced CQB Course
This course is for the SFODA or SEAL Troop that has already been trained in the principals and Fundamentals of CQB and just needs to keep its skills at a high level. It will begin with simmunitions or air-soft and progress quickly to live fire. This course starts with FOUR-man room clearing and moves to multi-team multi-structure CQB depending on the unit skills and needs. Hallways and stairwells are covered but, no EXPLOSIVE breaching. Flash-bangs can be incorporated if the unit has a need. All individual KIT will be utilized and some force on force Simms training will take place.

Three-Day Vehicle Interdiction Course
This course is the follow up to the five day ADVANCED COURSE. This course is designed for the unit that has a need for interdicting vehicles while moving but not killing its occupants. This course utilizes real vehicles and air-soft or simmunitions and lots of force on force training. The unit is able to design its course based on its AO. Sedans, Pick-up Trucks and Vans can be used. There is no driving instruction given in this course so students will need to already have PIT and down driver training.

Surveillance Operations Refresher Course (3 Days)
This course is for the Warfighter that is in need of a quick refresher course and exercise to maintain the perishable skills needed for surveillance work. It is one day in the classroom and a two-day exercise encompassing foot and vehicle surveillance. It utilizes both urban and rural environments and also counterelicitation modules. This is not intended for a new student, as it does not teach any new skills, just the basic techniques needed for refresher training before attending the technical surveillance course.

Introduction To Surveillance Course (5 Days)
This course is a preparation program designed for a follow on technical surveillance course. It covers the basic methods of foot, vehicle, fixed-point surveillance and counter-surveillance techniques. This is an intense short duration course that is 90% field exercises with classroom presentations and practical
application immediately following. This course then dovetails into the technical surveillance course and reinforces the need for good basic surveillance skills needed in the real world.

**Basic Video Applications Course**

The Basic Video Applications Course provides students with comprehensive theory, knowledge of CCTV equipment, terminology, power computations, lens selection computations, troubleshooting procedures, analog & digital video capture, concealable camera wiring construction, techniques for concealing cameras & technical force protection surveys. The Basic Video Applications Course is not designed to make the student an expert in surveillance or the use of surveillance equipment, but will give them a very good overall knowledge of the equipment & proper use needed to operate, troubleshoot or conduct technical force protection surveys.

**Covert Audio Applications Course**

The Covert Audio Applications Course (NRBL 102) is for students to gain an overall understanding of technical surveillance covert audio collection. Students will gain knowledge of basic audio theory, modulation, recording formats, recorder types (both commercially & custom), audio transmission, antennas, AC/DC power, batteries, computing current draw, audio connectors, applications, covert installs, basic streetcraft, mission planning, troubleshooting, equipment orientation, and installation techniques for fixed, body worn and vehicular structures. NRBL 102 is not designed to make the student an audio expert, but it is designed to prepare the student for technical surveillance operations, using covert audio equipment, in the real world. You learn the fundamentals of basic audio theory, and apply them to technical surveillance & incorporate those fundamentals when using and installing audio collection equipment. This will include all major components that make up a covert audio collection device. Additionally, students will understand the different types of equipment, the use of the equipment, the techniques for emplacing and recovering the equipment, the detection concerns of the equipment, and the limitations of the equipment.

**RSTA Course (Reconnaissance, Surveillance, Target Acquisition)**

The RSTA Course is to provide the student with a comprehensive understanding of the capabilities as well as the limitations of the Tactical Reconnaissance Ground Kit the Large Observation Post (OP) and the Talking Sensors Kit. The RSTA Course is not designed to make the student an expert in surveillance or the use of all types of surveillance equipment, but will give them a very good overall knowledge in regards to the RSTA Kits.
Digital Photography Course

The Digital Photography Course is to provide students with a familiarization of different types of digital still cameras, and the knowledge of techniques associated with both competently using the equipment and employing it in surveillance applications. Additionally, students will learn what to do with the images collected through the use of manipulating with software and marking techniques for incorporation as part of a total mission package. Students will also receive instruction in the use of cover and the mission planning process. The Digital Photography Course is not designed to make the student an expert in the use of surveillance equipment or techniques, but will give them a very good overall knowledge of the equipment, proper use, and planning considerations needed to execute a fixed or mobile surveillance mission utilizing digital photography equipment.

Falcon View Mapping Course

The Falcon View Mapping Course is to provide students with knowledge of tactical digital mapping principles to include installing the program, loading maps, software orientation, use of the AWE Handheld, route planning, mission planning, GPS navigating, tagging tracking and locating uses, use of the drawing editor, use of the tactical graphics editor & numerous practical exercises preparing the student for operational use. The Falcon View Mapping Course is designed to make the student an advanced user with the software, and will give them a very good overall knowledge of the software and proper use.

Advanced Video Observation & Techniques Course

The Advanced Video Observation & Techniques Course is to provide students with knowledge of the different techniques associated with urban fixed and mobile covert video surveillance, expedient construction of urban hides, proper techniques for body worn covert video, infil techniques, basic streetcraft, installation & rigging techniques, emplacement techniques, operation of equipment, concealment techniques, and tactics, techniques & procedures for operational use. The Advanced Video Observation & Techniques Course is not designed to make the student an expert in the use of surveillance equipment or techniques, but will give them a very good overall knowledge of the equipment, proper use, and planning considerations needed to execute an urban fixed or mobile covert video surveillance operation.
Covert Video Install Course
The Covert Video Install Course is to provide students with knowledge of the different techniques associated with concealing small cameras in fixed urban locations, mobile surveillance platforms, expedient construction concealment devices, use & proper techniques for body worn covert video applications, infil techniques, basic streetcraft, installation & rigging techniques, emplacement techniques, operation of equipment, concealment techniques, and tactics, techniques & procedures for operational use. The Covert Video Install Course is not designed to make the student an expert in the use of surveillance equipment or techniques, but will give them a very good overall knowledge of the equipment, proper use, and planning considerations needed to execute a fixed, mobile or body worn covert video surveillance operation.

Basic Electronic Tracking Course
The Basic Electronic Tracking Course is to provide students with knowledge of basic electronic tracking principles, architectures, basic equipment overview, tactics, techniques & procedures (TTPs) for installation, operation & use. The Basic Electronic Tracking Course is not designed to make the student an electronic tracking expert, but will give them a comprehensive working knowledge of tagging tracking and locating (TTL) equipment and proper use.

Close Target Reconnaissance Course
The Close Target Reconnaissance Course is to provide students with knowledge of the different types of vehicle observation posts, uses, pros & cons of each type, installation & rigging techniques, emplacement techniques, operation of equipment, concealment techniques, and tactics, techniques & procedures for operational use. The Close Target Reconnaissance Course is not designed to make the student an expert in the use of vehicular OPs, but will give them a very good overall knowledge of the equipment, proper use, and planning considerations needed to execute a vehicular observation post mission.

Surreptitious Entry Course
The Scenario Driven Surreptitious Entry Course is to provide students with knowledge and understanding of the different types of locks, vehicular locks, commercial and expedient tools, and bypass methods to defeat locks. The Surreptitious Entry Course is not designed to make the student an expert in defeating all locks, but will provide them an understanding and the tools that will enhance their capability in gaining entry.
Basic Technical Surveillance Course
The Basic Technical Surveillance Course is to provide students with knowledge of the different techniques associated with urban fixed and mobile covert video surveillance, expedient construction of urban hides & hasty installations, proper techniques for body worn covert video & audio, infiltration techniques, basic streetcraft principles, installation & rigging techniques, emplacement techniques, operation of equipment, concealment techniques, and proven tactics, techniques & procedures for operational use. The Basic Technical Surveillance Course is not designed to make the student an expert in the use of surveillance equipment or techniques, but will give them a very good overall knowledge of the equipment, proper use, and planning considerations needed to execute urban fixed, dismounted or mobile covert video surveillance operations in a variety of operational environments.

ANTI-TERRORISM FORCE PROTECTION COURSES

Individual Terrorist Awareness Course
This two day course covers the big five classes for AT/FP training certification, preparing students for travel to high threat countries. Subjects covered are The History of Terrorism, Terrorist Operations, Hostage Survival, Detecting Terrorists Surveillance and Individual Protective Measures. Once classroom portions are complete, the students will receive Route planning and Surveillance detection practical exercises in the Lillington and Fayetteville NC area. This course can be added to the three-day pistol or carbine course for a more in depth AT/FP program of Instruction at a more affordable price. This is the combination course of the two-day INTAC and the Three-day CMMS course. This course is the best value for any AT/FP program manager that is looking ahead at dwindling money allocation budgets in the future.

Surveillance & Surveillance Detection (5, 7, 10 Days)
This module is for those individuals who are living, working or visiting high threat areas that have high criminal or terrorist activities. Training focus is on Security Assessment, Individual Protective Measures and the principles of foreign surveillance methods and techniques, and also how to detect surveillance with heavy emphasis on Counter-Surveillance Routes. These techniques are taught using classroom presentation and daily practical field exercises. The field exercises will involve several hours of walking and driving. This is the only course that has the student move into a “safe house” and have active kidnapping and assassination attempts against them. Practical exercises take place in the Lillington, Fayetteville and Raleigh NC areas. Training days will usually last twelve hours; however, several days will last into the evening hours.
APPREHENSION AVOIDANCE COURSE (3,5 Days)
The Apprehension Avoidance Course encompasses techniques used to defeat restraints such as handcuffs, “flex-cuffs”, as well as improvised restraint devices. It deals with the “how to” of physically and psychologically dealing with initial incarceration (i.e. vehicle transport) by adversarial entities. Students are shown that these techniques are effective even under the stress of the physiological and psychological effects of startle, fear and imminent danger. This training is specifically designed for high-risk individuals who are subject to apprehension or kidnapping. Students will learn the proper “profiling” of individuals along with the proper mindset to deal with initial, temporary confinement. All skills are mastered through hands on practical application. The course culmination exercise utilizes scenarios based on the instruction provided in this module, allowing for the use of individual protective measures. These exercises are purposefully designed to allow the student to use techniques learned in a dynamic and intense setting.

Intro to Executive Protection (5 Days)
This course will cover the range of Executive Protection from the basic principles to some advanced techniques. The course uses classroom lectures and practical field exercises. The training days will usually last eight hours plus night exercises. This is an Introduction only course and relies on strong unit team skills that are already possessed and enhances a unit’s capability. It is recommended that the unit have already completed an advanced firearms and basic driving course

Executive Protection Driving (5 Days)
This 5-day course teaches motorcade operations used in extreme high threat areas of the world. The course will focus on protective operations. This course will teach techniques used in two, three and four vehicle motorcades/convoy. This 6-day course will incorporate two days of an evasive driving package plus three days of motorcade/convoy driving techniques.

High Risk Protective Security Detail (10 Days)
This 10-day comprehensive course of instruction is for military units who could be tasked with providing protection service to high-ranking officials. The course uses classroom lectures and practical field exercises. Covering subjects such as Formations for Movement, Departures and Arrivals, Advance work, Residence Watch, Protective Vulnerability Assessments (PVA), Immediate Action Drills and other subjects. Training lasts eight -12 hours daily except where low light training is required.
Hand to Hand Combat Courses

Tactical Survivability Course (2 Days)

This two day course will provide deploying Warfighters with a strong fundamental base and tools to be able to understand and utilize the effective escalation of force continuum for a given situation. In fighting where weapons are involved, frontal fighting is high risk. It is easier and safer to fight the enemy from behind. Much attention will be paid to getting behind the adversary and fighting from there as well as a comprehensive footwork matrix of considerable tactical flexibility. Small team tactics are addressed. Aspects of the program are designed to be learnable in a condensed amount of time and use high intensity realistic drills to provide stress inoculation.

Skills Taught
- ASP batons
- Out-of-battery side arms, rifles
- Sticks
- Clubs and staffs
- Empty hands in a weapon-based environment

Knife and Anti-Knife Combat Survival Course (3 Days)

This three day course focuses upon initiating close quarters combat, knife & anti-knife survival scenarios, IFWA (in-fight-weapon-access) and capture techniques. It is a continuation and complementary course to the 2 Day Tactical Survivability Course.
DRIVING COURSES

The Raidon Tactics driving course is able to cover all aspects of driving. The only restriction is the facilities at your location when our MTT conduct training at your location. Raidon Tactics driving instructors have taught these skills all over the world in combat zones and countries with little to no training facilities. We concentrate on the fundamentals and principles of driving and train students to employ those factors in all driving environments.

Introduction to Driving Course
This course is the perfect course for a unit that has had no previous formal driving instruction. This course is a one, two, or three-day course that focuses on driving fundamentals, such as steering wheel input, straight line threshold braking, turning while braking and braking while turning. Vehicle dynamics for sedans is the concentration but can easily be adapted for the HUMVEE and High-center of Gravity vehicles such as Suburban’s and 15 Pac vans.

Tactical Vehicle Operators Course
The HUMVEE Operators course is a forty-hour course that covers employment of the HUMVEE in on-road driving conditions and moves to the off-road driving environment. Use of unit trucks is required so that the operator learns his or her particular trucks and equipment that the unit has. Some subjects covered are PMCS, vehicle dynamics, Battle Damage And Recovery (BDAR), off-road recovery procedures, off-road obstacle clearance, Brake-Throttle modulation, fording, unimproved road driving techniques, and confined space maneuvering of the HUMVEE.

High Risk Evasive Driving (3 Days)
This course teaches advanced driving skills and the basic skills required to maneuver a vehicle out of an attack zone. The student will learn how to recognize, respond and escape from an attack while operating a motor vehicle. The techniques used to counter attacks from either common criminals or organized terrorist groups. This course is excellent for personnel who have been threatened, are traveling in high threat areas of the world, or are designated drivers for executives or high-ranking officials.

OFF-Road Driving Course (1-2 Days)
The OFF–Road course is designed for the introduction of off-road vehicle dynamics that effect the Warfighter in his mission in the overland mobility scenario. It emphasizes the survivability of the truck, its cargo and passengers for the long duration mission set. Obstacle crossing, Confined space maneuvering, BDAR, Recovery, fording and unimproved road driving. In the 2 day course bail out and maneuver is incorporated to the scenario for force protection measures while doing an over land movement.
COMMUNICATIONS

2 Day BASIC COMMUNICATIONS COURSE
This course is a basic communications course that focuses on antenna theory and practical application, radio wave propagation, technology application in urban and field environments, and emerging technologies. Students learn and practice operating procedures for PRC-150, PRC-117, PRC-148, & expeditionary power sources.

2 Day Basic Electronic Warfare Systems Course
Students will learn the fundamentals of Electronic Warfare and its components. This will include concealment techniques, constructing field expedient concealments from commercially available items, specific equipment uses and how to properly employ them in the real world, Targeting Push-to-Talk Communications, Fundamentals of Receivers/Scanners & Spectrum Analyzers, Radio Direction Finding Theory/Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures.
TCCC is quickly becoming the standard of care for the tactical management of combat casualties within the Department of Defense and is the sole standard of care dually endorsed by both the American College of Surgeons and the National Association of EMT’s for casualty management in tactical environments.

TCCC is built around three definitive phases of casualty care:

**Care Under Fire:**
Care rendered at the scene of the injury while both the medic and the casualty are under hostile fire. Available medical equipment is limited to that carried by each Warfighter and the medic.

**Tactical Field Care:**
Rendered once the casualty is no longer under hostile fire. Medical equipment is still limited to that carried into the field by mission personnel. Time prior to evacuation may range from a few minutes to many hours.

**Tactical Evacuation Care (TACEVAC):**
Rendered while the casualty is evacuated to a higher echelon of care. Any additional personnel and medical equipment pre-staged in these assets will be available during this phase.

These courses covers the Care under fire and Tactical Field care phases for soldiers that are isolated or in small units away from medical assistance, using small bags that have minimal equipment. The Warfighter will learn these techniques in a classroom setting and then apply the techniques in a realistic stressful combat force on force setting on moulage patients or Live Human Models. The student will learn each piece of medical gear in his IFAK bag and will build one for his own use in the real world when he leaves. These courses utilize multiple scenarios in Mounted/Dismounted, Day/Night, Rural/Urban situations that train and test the Warfighters skills in saving the lives of his fellow Warfighters.
FAYETTEVILLE NC
Our NC training facility is over 1200 acres large with training area for maneuver and long-range movement. We are also able to host small units for unit training so that they can execute training at their pace and just use the facilities.

Our facilities have
Three classrooms
Three tactical shooting bays
Steel targets
ATF approved weapons/Ammo storage areas
24 Hr armed guard
400m, 800, 1600 yd sniper bay
Multiple Training building for CQB/Urban Movement
K-9 Search areas
TCCC Training Area
Surveillance /Counter-surveillance practical application building
15 Man Dojo
Weapons rental
Pro-shop

CUSTOM COURSES
Raidon Tactics Inc can develop any one of our current courses into a more customized course for your unit’s training needs. Our director of training can work with your training staff to get the maximum amount of training days for your training dollars. Our MTT courses are very flexible when it comes to designing a course because every unit has different facilities at its disposal. Raidon Tactics Inc can assist you with the design and we guarantee an efficient use of your training dollars and maximum return on you training time.
1333 LOOP RD.
BUNNLEVEL N.C.
28323
1-910-774-9370
www.raidontactics.com